
 

 

On March 15th and 20th 2020 : The 
Saint Paulois will be invited to elect a 
new municipality team. 

JEAN-PAUL FAURE WILL HEAD 
THE LIST “DEMAIN À SAINT-
PAUL” 
My findings, which are shared by many : 

• Considering the potential and the international visibility of our commune, I feel a 
certain deception with respect to the lack of ambition and vision concerning the 
future of Saint-Paul. 

• Along with many others, I have noted that the current municipality team is very 
much out of steam and that the opposition cannot take any credit either, since the 
beginning of the mandate the opposition has had no serious, credible propositions, 

no alternative projects, and has systematically been against everything…. 

Confronted with this situation, I believe that instead of criticizing, it is better to 
act.  That is why I have decided to run for office March next year.  I will be heading a 

team whose members are extremely competent and motivated. 

My background: 



I have been living in Saint Paul for the last 10  years.  When my wife and I arrived here, 
we immediately fell under the charm of the place.  The deep and rich history of the 
commune along with its culture is evident in the first glimpse one has when one 
arrives. We were very warmly welcomed and have made many friends.  Some being 
“recent-Saint Paulois” others coming from old Saint Paul families who have been part 
of the commune for many generations.  And it is due to this context that I myself wish 

to invest in the future of our commune. 

Why be a candidate ? 

Encouraged by my friends, I believe that my availability and my experience both in my 
professional life as well as my involvement in different associations will be of great 
and value in guiding and managing the municipal team, thus giving a new elan to the 
future development of Saint-Paul. 

What Program ? 

The steps I wish to undertake will be simple and structured.  I am supported by a team 
of a 12 people who represent a wide spectrum of competencies and hence they are 
extremely representative of the population living in Saint-Paul. These people have 
been chosen thanks to their skills and expertise. These people all love Saint-Paul and 
we have all been working together over the last few months to define our vision of 
“Demain à Saint Paul”.  This vision which you will find on the back of this page is the 
framework for our program which is currently being written. Our final propositions 

will be shared with you in September. 

How are we going to implement our program ? 

Our program will be implemented by following a very clear and methodical 
framework, where each person involved will have their own very precise 
role.  Following this established program the elected representatives will prioritize and 
make the appropriate decisions, whilst the municipal employees will have the crucial 
and very consequent role of implementing these tasks.  It is with this type of 
functioning that each person can produce their best results.  The greatest benefits for 
all the community will come about by having the entire municipal team, that is the 
elected representatives and administrative staff working closely together along with 
the local population. 



An apolitical list 

Personally I am not and have never been a member of a political party.  Our list is non-
political.  I do not believe that it is in the interest of our commune to be influenced by 
the ideas of any specific political party.  Our list represents a large spectrum of the 
commune. The governing of our future municipal team will be clear and transparent, 
based on values agreed upon by each and every member. 

We are not starting from the beginning, however there is much to be done.  We have 
no intention of “wiping the slate” clean.  We will build upon those good, existing 
foundations.  Our objective for the commune is to raise the bar higher, applying 
considerable more rigor and ambition for our commune. 

  

Our goal is simple : A 
better life ! 

DEMAIN À SAINT-PAUL ! 
  

THE TEAM’S VALUES 

• Integrity 

• Team Spirit 



• To be Respectful and Attentive 
to the Needs 

• Efficient and Professional 

• Be Rigorous and Thorough 
  

OUR VISION FOR SAINT-
PAUL 
A community where it is exceedingly agreeable to live due to the quality of the 

environment and having local services easily accessible for all the inhabitants. 

A commune where information is circulated easily between the local administration 
and its inhabitants who will be regularly consulted in a respectful and responsible 
manner on the major issues. 

A municipality which will manage with rigor and economic efficiency the public 
funding. Operational spending will be controlled in order to not transmit an 
unsupportable debt to our children, but at the same time undertaking the necessary 
actions to have sufficient resources so as to invest and prepare for the future. 

An economically solid commune whose principal income is based on cultural 
tourism. The commune will help bring about the necessary development in order to 
attract high spending visitors (it is thanks to the contributions made by the tourists 
that the commune is able to keep local taxes very low compared to neighboring 
communes) 



A supportive commune to its inhabitants in case of difficulties they may face, which 
will take care of the welfare of the elderly and also offer a number of activities, both 
extra curriculare and sportive for the children, essential for the overall development 
of their personal well being. 

A commune which protects its magnificent environment by taking the necessary 
precautions against potential naturel risks (floods, forest fires…) as well as 

undertaking the required works to protect the local patrimony 

An exceptional commune : A prime destination for cultural tourism with a historical 
and artistic heritage without equivalent.  The village which focalizes on offering a high 
quality welcome to the tourists, however a village which is neither a museum nor a 
provincial  “Disneyland”.   Where a global and coherent political culture will 
coordinate the activities of the various associations along with those relevant to the 
municipality. 

  

Share with us your suggestions and ideas 

• By email : jpf.demainasaintpaul@gmail.com 
• Or directly by telephone : 07 85 35 38 61 
• Or else at a meeting or an event in Saint Paul 

Our Website: https://demainasaintpaul.fr 

  

 OUR TEAM LEADER 
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 Jean-Paul FAURE, 66 , married with 3 children. 

Graduated from : l’Ecole Nationale de la Marine Marchande; graduated from 
L’Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Paris, specialized in Finance and Strategy ; 
graduated from the University of Stanford in California – “ Stanford Executive 
Program” 

My Career : Firstly, officer In the Merchant navy then I integrated into the American 
group, Caterpillar where I had various executive positions in France and in the USA, 
in finance, in human resources and in strategy before taking over the post of 
General Director of important industrial sites both here in France and in Belgium. 

I am now retired and at the same time as having the experience I also have the 
dynamism and the time to invest myself efficiently in the running of Saint-Paul. 

Associations, my commitments : President of AVEM (an association at national level 
which promotes the usage of electric vehicles as a means of transport, thus 
contributing to improving the quality of the air that we all breath); member of 
Rotary, having both local and regional responsabilities; and President of Saint 
Paul’s  walking group association. 

 


